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You should be watching this on GFL.tv for just $15, it is well worth it, but if you can't or won't, go
ahead and keep your eyes on this space for updates on the card. David Bixenspan of
BleacherReport.com is live at the event reporting for us, follow him on twitter at @DavidBix for
live updates and photos from the event. Also follow @LiverKickdotcom for updates from me.

Brett Hlavacek (R1 - KO) Chris Clodfelter - Quick and brutal, with Hlavacek working the head
kick early on with a little bit of luck before finding success from the clinch with a huge knee that
hit the mark. He then swarmed and a few kicks put Clodfelter down, who decided he could not
continue.

Eric Ruiz (R3 - Unanimous Decision) Anthony Demaio - Incredibly fun first round from both
guys, with Demaio controlling the distance and fighting very smart, but Ruiz landed an
awesome teep that pushed Demaio down and followed up with some great clinch fighting to
close out the round. Round two saw Ruiz turn on the pressure and work his smart clinch. The
big action came when he did a push kick that connected on the jaw of Demaio, but Demaio
worked his hands and used his height to keep some distance. Round three was all Ruiz,
working the clinch, teep and landing the big left hooks throughout. He wasn't able to finish him
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off, but he ran away with the fight in this round.

Sean Hinds (Majority Draw) DeShawn Robinson - DeShawn Robinson looked good in the
first round, which was pretty even, with DeShawn just landing a little bit more to take the round.
The second round began the same, but Hinds began connecting with his hands and controlling
the ring, getting his sea legs and starting to look really good, neutralizing Robinson's superior
speed. The story of round three was Robinson catching leg kicks and sweeping Sean's legs out
from under him, but Hinds came back big time scoring a knockdown which might be considered
questionable. Robinson began to gas and Hinds swarmed him, landing some great clinch knees
but unable to finish him.

Brian Collette (R1 - KO) Marcus Taylor - Collette came out fast looking for the finish, but it left
him vulnerable to some attacks by Marcus in the ropes until the ref broke it up. It was a game of
Collette avoiding the shots from Taylor before landing a huge knee and a right hand that put
Taylor down. Taylor gets up, acts fine and then flops over onto the mat. Epic delayed KO.

Ryan Madigan vs. Rigel Balsamico - This fight was all Madigan. Madigan landing with his
hands at will and puts Rigel down with a big knee. Rigel gets up and stalls for a while before
continuing. A combo with his hands puts Balsamico down for a final time as he barely can
stand, but still arguing he could continue. This is apparently Rigel Balsamico's last fight.

Thank you for joining us, look for more coverage of the event later on!
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